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“The studio will examine the potential of the festival as a means to transform and enrich public spaces and buildings.

Which ideas and specific qualities are embodied in these ancient urban rituals that are still relevant today? How is the ephemeral, the festive, represented in daily life? With the knowledge obtained, can we design buildings and structures that will enrich the city in a more permanent way?”

- Introduction lecture graduation studio After The Party, 08-09-2017
What is the Festive?
The Architecture of Carnival
Festivals and communities
How festive events impact social life and interaction in a city

“Both the social function and the symbolic meaning of festival are closely related to a series of overt values that the community recognizes as essential to its ideology and worldview, to its social identity, its historical continuity, and to its physical survival, which is ultimately what festivals celebrates.”

Festive Starting Point

- Intimacy of an interior space
- Dynamic experience
- Inclusiveness and social interaction
- Interaction in the community is central and can be facilitated
Project Narrative
Users
Maastricht
Project Location

[Image of a map of the city of Traiectum with coat of arms and text in Latin: "Traiectum ad Mosam"]
Project Location

Population, numbers 2017 - Wyck

Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Project Location

CINEMA PALACE

...
Site Analysis

FESTIVE BUILDINGS
Leisure and study

Mostly not publicly accessible

Individual experiences

One type of program

PUBLIC SPACES
Green present at most squares

Large and public
vs.
Very small and more private

Open spaces but not very dynamic

Seating either commercial or not ideal for interaction
Program

FESTIVE HALL
- Parties
- Exhibitions
- Larger gatherings

SMALLER SPACES
- Smaller activities
- Office space

CAFÉ/BAR
- Personal social encounters

LOUNGE
- Spontaneous encounters

OUTDOOR SPACE
- Courtyard
- Events
- Dynamic space
Youth Centres - Jeugdgebouw Noord Amsterdam
Youth Centres - Gemeinschaftszentrum Wipkingen
YOUTH CENTRES - FREIZEITCENTRUM BUCHEGG
The Festive City
Facilitating a Festive Community
Design
Design Typology
Design in Context
‘BACKYARD’
Architectural Language
Architectural Language
Architectural Language
Community Living Room
Community Workshop
Structural Design
Climate Design - Ventilation Ducts
Climate Design - Heating and Cooling
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1:200 HEATING/COOLING

WINTER DAY / NIGHT

SUMMER DAY / NIGHT
Facade Element
Entrance Hall
Second Floor
Main Festive Space
Main Festive Space
Conclusion
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